
(Hillside, IL)  The kitchen sink is a high-traffic area – a space that you’d like to look nice but one that needs to be extremely 
functional to meet the demands of today’s busy kitchens. Lenova is pleased to unveil its newest sink that combines 
exceptional good looks with serious hands-on practicality – introducing the PERMACLEAN APRON FRONT LEDGE  

PREP SINK. This remarkable sink was designed to work hard, yet with plenty of panache  
to create a stylish kitchen environment.

As part of Lenova’s popular Apron Front Collection, this sink offers a modern interpre-
tation of a classic look with sleek lines and a graceful 10" bowed front. It’s available in 

a single or double bowl configuration, with a low divider in the double-bowl layout to  
accommodate large pots with long handles. One of the most notable aspects of the sink  

is its engineered platform ledge that allows it to easily convert to a food prep center when 
accessorized with an optional stainless steel colander, roll-up grid 

drainer, and bamboo cutting board. It’s the perfect set-up for rinsing produce and 
pasta, preparing food for a party, or dealing with piles of dishes. As an added bonus,  
this new sink features Lenova’s PermaClean drain system – a seamless design that 
eliminates unsightly drain lines and creates a smooth high-end look that is more  
sanitary and includes removable splash guards and strainer baskets.

Crafted from durable commercial-grade 304 stainless steel, the PermaClean Apron 
Front Ledge Prep Sink is a smart and sophsticated addition to any kitchen. Standard 
features include an easy-to-clean satin finish and five-side sound baffling pads. The 
sink retails from $1,550 and is available in fine plumbing showrooms nationwide.

For more information, call 877-733-1098 or visit www.LenovaSinks.com.
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Permaclean Apron-Front Ledge Sink 
33" Single Bowl 
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ABOUT LENOVA

Drawing inspiration from the beauty of nature, Lenova is known for spectacular sinks crafted by hand from a stunning array of 
materials, from globally sourced stone to sustainably harvested bamboo. Lenova has expanded their offerings to include a full line 
of kitchen and bath sinks, faucets, showers, vanities and bath accessories. Each product in the Lenova line is created by master 
craftsmen and backed by Lenova’s “No Worries” customer service philosophy. Lenova is committed to protecting the natural world 
that inspires its designs through eco-friendly business practices and is proud to offers its customers the finest in affordable kitchen 
and bath products. Lenova’s products have garnered the industry's top honors from Interior Design Magazine’s Best of the Year 
Award to the Decorative Plumbing and Hardware Association’s Most Innovative Product.

SINGLE BOWL APRON  
LEDGE FARM HOUSE SINK
PC-LEAP-S33 (33 x 22 3⁄4 x 10)

SINGLE BOWL APRON  
LEDGE FARM HOUSE SINK
PC-LEAP-S36 (36 x 21 1⁄2 x 10)

LOW DIVIDER DOUBLE BOWL 
APRON FARM HOUSE SINK
PC-LEAP-D33 (33 x 22 3⁄4 x 10)

LOW DIVIDER DOUBLE BOWL 
APRON FARM HOUSE SINK
PC-LEAP-D36 (36 x 21 1⁄8 x 10)

PermaClean Apron Front Ledge Prep Sink Continued




